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Abstract
“Information at your fingertips anywhere, anytime” has been the driving vision of mobile computing
for the past two decades. Through relentless pursuit of this vision, spurring innovations in wireless
technology, energy-efficient portable hardware and adaptive software, we have now largely attained
this goal. Ubiquitous email and Web access is a reality that is experienced by millions of users
worldwide through their BlackBerries, iPhones, Windows Phone, and other portable devices.
What will inspire our research in mobile computing over the next decade and beyond? We observe
that our future is being shaped by two different tectonic forces, each with the potential to radically
change the mobile computing landscape. One force is the emergence of mobile devices as rich
sensors, a role that may soon dominate their current function as communication devices and
information appliances. We use the term “rich” to connote the depth and complexity about the real
world that is recorded, typically through image capture. This is in contrast to simple scalar data that
has typically been the focus of the sensor network community in the context of energy-impoverished
“smart-dust” sensors. The other force is the convergence of mobile computing and cloud computing.
This will enable the emergence of new near-real-time applications that are no longer limited by energy
or computational constraints that are inherent to mobility. The intersection of these immense forces
in the next decade will lead to many new research challenges and business opportunities.
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